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over anxious or frustrated or fearing that I hadn't done the best I can,

therefore, It's my fault. Keep each of them in its proper limit.( Oh, sure)

as long ax as we do that , I'm sure we can wait until the Lord reveals it to us.
Daniel

(What was your other question?) ((It had to doE on/dane4ng)) (( This was in

respect to predicting the coining of Christ --the time of the coming of Christ.)

)You mean Daniel nine? (Yea)((N0w, there's a couple of questions. One of the

questions was 1) a lot of people I've heard make comments on using the number

seven. They feel it is z used so often in the Bible thatit also has other

meaning to it. In other words, could there be anything else associated with

these numbers in meaning, other than actual numbrical meaning. ) Oh,

I would say that numbers are used a great deal as figures. But as rule they

simply mean the numerical value, like where they say caught 350 fish. People

have tried to get a meaning out of this number. I don't thing that it means

more than just the number that they caught. (It says 70 years 9 and then

right away the 7 x is used in respect to people involved. ) And yet there

is many , many cases where you settle arguments. I think you want to

go slow on it. Very often it is a numodic device. I would go very slow

on the importance of numbers. ((Well, the other question was pretty much

answered last night. ((Working out , I think it's in Daniel 9, where it

says Christ's coming is so many years after the fall of Jerusalem)) Was it?

The issue of the decree to k rebuild the temple. There is much argument

there. ((I'm wondering in working it up if there is enough evidence to

--of course we can use it as )) I don't think the Lord wanted to give

precise numbers vo people would say , This is the year that the Lord is

coming. I thing Re wants us to be ready at all times. ((No, that's not

what you were referring to , was it Clay?) (Re's referring to when Christ

was going to be crudified. Extract that from Daniel 9. In 62 weeks there

shall be built ..,. and Ifter 62 weeks the Messiah whall be cut off and

....destroy the city and the sanctuary, and it goes on down saying
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